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Help Santa pick up presents on the trail! The more gifts you collect, the higher your score! You can also buy new characters and
sledge in the shop!

Merry Christmas !

 Features:

■ A very slippery slope!
■ Pretty decorations!

■ A store with no less than 15 characters and 36 sleds!
■ Infinite levels and completely random!

■ A nice ambient music!
■ Addictive gameplay!
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This is a great tank but the only problem is it was removed from the game so it dose not show up in your account. This game is
so much fun and super addicting. It is relaxing and cute and I just love it. Time just flies by as you play. If you love plants,
definitely get this game.. Tried to like it, failed miserably. Too boring and cluncky to my taste. Nice plot in this game, has nice
puzzles and nice graphics. The game is somewhat short and the voiceacting sounds a bit odd. But that didnt bother me too much,
I found this game to be fun.

Recommended for all point&click\/hidden object lovers.. Real stuff, must own and play 5+. After the developer made a much
needed improvement with the sim time I can now say I fully recommend this game. Its very addicting and fun, I like the way
you can manage boxers from all around the world and at the same time work on different aspects of managing a gym from
marketing, budgeting and improving your gym to help boxers train better. Its very addicting and worth more then iits listed
price. A true hidden gym here on Steam and a must get for all your simulation manager type gamers out there. This will long be
a go to classic in my collection. I look forward to more games by this developer and any welcomed improvements to this already
excellent game.. This is a very fun little shooter. Played it while sipping Russian "Hammer and Sickle" branded Vodka. Look it
up, its the perfect match!

The dynamically generated maps can make for some interesting challenges, especially once you clear level 5 and are dealing
with a lot of returned fire. The game rewards you for racking up kills and not slacking off; the powerups arent' timed or
generous like in many scrolling shooters, and the ability to continue really depends on whether or not you kill enough enemies to
spawn enough powerups. If your plane is too underpowered at any point, you won't last much longer.

The color scheme makes it easy to zone into, but be ready for Virtual-Boy esque disorientation when you close the game!
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I love this game - its fun, challenging, and particularly good if you consider yourself more of an old school gamer. It's
reminiscent of the platformers from the 90's. I wish that the armor's were good for something other than appearances (If they
are, I have yet to see the differences amongst them), but other than that minor thing, I highly recommend this!. bullet hell +
trading cards
awesome soundtrack. After completing all four chapters of the game my feelings about it are very mixed. I liked the concept of
the plot and story but was ultimately annoyed and disappointed in chapter four when nothing about it progressed at all. I didn't
expect a conclusion because, to my understanding, there is a fifth chapter yet to be released but I would have liked some kind of
progress to be made. It left me annoyed and frustrated. Especially because chapter four had little to do with the plot or story.

The story of the game revolves around a conspiracy by a vague yet menacing company who's true motives are unknown. There
are elements of mysticism as well as science and medical horror which are all good things. The game seems similar to
Sanitarium in some ways and even has puzzles reminiscent of the older game.

Nearly all puzzles in this game are purely mechanical. You are given no instructions and must simply fiddle with the parts to see
what they do. Sometimes I solved them by working them out and others I just fiddled with them until they solved themselves. I
found the puzzles after chapter 1 challenging and often irritating but I'm not in love with puzzles. Weirdly, some puzzles have
built in cheats which are easy to find by accident if you use the “retrospective” ability.

It took me 10 hours to complete all four chapters. Most of that time was spent trying to solve puzzles. I got very stuck on a few.
Usually because I wasn't sure which clues to follow or I couldn't tell what parts of the puzzle I could interact with due to the fact
that I couldn't see it very well. A black on black lever from the final puzzle in chapter four comes to mind.

The major bugs in the game seem to involve reloading saves and replaying chapters. Sometimes when I reloaded a save I would
find a door I had previously opened would now be locked again and I no longer had the key. A puzzle might similarly now
require an item I had already used on it. This would make it impossible to progress but reloading the save game again seems to
fix it. Sometimes it takes several tries. This is a problem in all chapters. On attempting to replay a chapter I found the button
basically did nothing. It just reloaded my last save.

Aside from those bugs lighting is the biggest problem. It looks very nice but the environments and puzzles are very dark while
notes collected throughout the game are often blindingly bright or too dark to read. This is because the notes try to use in game
lighting to determine their brightness level. It sounds like an awesome idea but it wasn't well executed. I tried tweaking different
settings on my monitor but nothing fixed the problem. Eventually, I ended up using the subtitles function to read the note.

The textures and models in the game are actually quite nice. They're not ground breaking but for an indie game they are pretty
good. Most people look like people but there are some exceptions. The player model and that of his girlfriend look really odd.
Their over large, strangely shaped eyes that make them appear doll-like. Their faces also often lack movement which doesn't
help.The animations in the game are pretty good. They have lots of natural movement to them but there are a few times they
seem odd or robotic. These usually involve faces and hands.

The English voice acting in the game is okay. It improves over the course of the chapters but the limited cast (probably two
people) makes for some odd situations. Like two people with the same voice having a conversation, old men who sound like
they're in their twenties, or actors with deeper voices ineptly trying to speak in higher tones for women.

The biggest question is if the game is scary. The best part of the game by far is the strangness and unreality of things. I found it
creepy and there were moments of suspense and discomfort. This was somewhat diminished by my slowly building frustration
with puzzles and lack of plot progress. In order for a player to be scared they have to want to be scared and anger is a natural
fear killer.

In conclusion, I think it's a creepy game and it's interesting but in a lot of ways it failed. I'd like to see how it ends. The game has
similarities to Sanitarium, an old favorite of mine. I had fun with some of it but ultimately became impatient and annoyed. The
puzzles are challenging. The game has a few glitches and problems but nothing game breaking. The graphics are adequate but
the voice acting is not. The story is interesting but is not yet concluded which may leave players unsatisfied. My play time was
10 hours but may be less for better players. Whether or not that is worth $20 is up to you.. As others have mentioned, a very
comprehensive, varied and complete soundtrack, massive thumbs up for the inclusion and actual mention of FLAC, including
their file sizes.
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It's CD quality 16 bit 44100 KHz flac if anyone is curious.

Regional pricing is applied accordingly as well I think, need a verification on that. I'm just ecstatic that you can just get it on
steam with reasonable pricing. P.S. The 5 disc CD version of the OST is around 50 USD and comes with some pretty nice
goodies if you're into that.

Wished the tracks were mastered better, pretty compressed resulting in low Dynamic Range overall (especially the main
themes), the instrumental\/orchestral tracks faired much better. The average DR for the whole OST was 7.

Wished they included the old Subhuman for completion sake, along with the Digital Deluxe DLC in game battle themes from
the old games as they featured new rearrangements, mastering and mixing,. You guys promised so much for this game and you
delivered!! I have been waiting for this to be released. I'am so excited!! I just did a play on my youtube channel. Please check it
out! Also on the space station there are doors you can glitch through you will see it on the playthrough but other then that it is
AMAZING!!! Kudos to you all!
City Kittie
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sRQp1V0qx14
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